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Upenders – Mechanical & Coil Tippers
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Mechanical upender with side plate
Mechanical upender with leveling pads
30 ton mechanical upender for turning plastic injection molds.
55 ton upender with T-slots for securing injection molds
60 ton upender for tipping injection molds
Mechanical upender with V-saddle
Mechanical upender with V-saddle & slot for coil lifter
30 ton Mechanical upender with V-saddle & slot for coil grab.
Mechanical upender with V-saddle & slot for coil grab
Mechanical upender with motorized V-saddle
10 MT upender with movable V-saddle and pallet adjuster
100 ton mechanical upender
100 ton mechanical upender
100 ton capacity mechanical upender used for compressor assembly
Mechanical upender with loading tracks & pallet adjuster
Mechanical upender with ball transfer rollers
1 ton capacity upender with motorized adjustable platform and powered conveyor
6 ton Upender with roller conveyor
Mechanical upender - 30 ton capacity with gravity roller conveyors
40 ton upender with adjustable V-blocks
40 ton upender with adjustable V-blocks
Mechanical upender- 7.5 ton capacity with v-saddle conveyors & motorized base rotation.
Mechanical upender - 20 ton capacity with motorized base rotation
50 ton Upender with rotating base
3 ton mechanical upender with motorized base rotation
Mechanical upender - 109 metric ton capacity with motorized base rotation

(Avon Engineering is a sister company of Bushman)
25,000 lb upender with machined platform
16 MT upender with coil arm
Mechanical Upender with horn for off-road truck tire
80 MT upender with walkways for tipping transformer core
80 MT upender with walkways for tipping transformer core
80 MT upender with walkways for tipping transformer core
80 MT upender with walkways for tipping transformer core